**SUNDAY, MAY 20**

8:30-10:00 The Bases of Caribbean History: US Military Occupations

Chair and Comment: *Harvey Neptune*, Temple

**Katherine McCaffrey**, Montclair State, "Vieques: A Strategic Colony on the Margins of Empire"

**John Gronbeck-Tedesco**, University of Texas, "Good or Bad Neighbors? Political Legacies of the 1933 Cuban Revolution"


10:15-11:15 The Middle East between Liberation and Occupation: A Conversation

**Geoff Wawro**, University of North Texas, "Quicksand: America’s Pursuit of Power in the Middle East, from the Balfour Declaration to the Bush Doctrine"

Comment: *Richard Immerman*, Temple

11:30-12:30 Publishing and International History

**Susan Ferber**, Senior Editor, Oxford University Press

**Questions and information:** whitch@temple.edu